
Don’t Have a debate, 

have a Discussion.

Using questions for Sharing & Defending Your Faith 



Based on:
● Tactics by Greg Koukl
● Questioning Evangelism by Randy Newman



agnosticism

Biblical faith

“Christian” cults
other faiths

atheism

“Spiritual, not religious”



“Sharing”
=

Evangelism 

“Defending”
=

Apologetics



Why evangelism?



Jesus & evangelism

“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations… teaching them to 
observe all that I have commanded you…”   (Matt. 28:18-20)

 “As the Father has sent me, even so I am sending you.”   (John 20:21)

“you will be my witnesses… to the end of the earth.”   (Acts 1:8)



Why apologetics?



Apologetics:
● “To Defend”
● Pre- or Post-  Evangelism ?

confidenceinchrist.org
/apologetics-resources



Apologetics:
● “To Defend”
● Pre- or Post-  Evangelism 
* essential tool!

confidenceinchrist.org
/apologetics-resources



but in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always being 
prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for 
the hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and respect, having a 
good conscience, so that, when you are slandered, those who revile 
your good behavior in Christ may be put to shame.

1 Peter 3:15-16



but in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always being 
prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for 
the hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and respect...

(1) WHY?
(2) WHEN?
(3) HOW?



but in your hearts (1) honor Christ the Lord as holy, (2) always being 
prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for 
the hope that is in you; yet (3) do it with gentleness and respect...

(1) WHY? honor christ
(2) WHEN? always
(3) HOW? w/ gentleness and respect



Rejecting christianity

Intellectual

Emotional

Volitional 



Rejecting christianity

Intellectual

Emotional

Volitional

our Basic 
strategy:

Apologetics

“Love thy neighbor”

prayer



OUR GOAL: TO LOVE & HONOR God 
& to love NEIGHBOR
THROUGH EVANGELISM & APOLOGETICS
DONE WITH GENTLENESS & RESPECT.*

*while soaking 
everything in prayer.



OUR GOAL:
Don’t Have a debate, 
have a Discussion.



don’t win the argument, 
  but lose the person.



Start:
1 Corinthians 13 mindset



If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, 
but have not love, I am a noisy gong or a 

clanging cymbal.

(1 Cor. 13:1)



Love is patient and kind; love does not envy or boast; it is 
not arrogant  or rude. It does not insist on its own way; 
it is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at 
wrongdoing, but rejoices with the truth.  (1 Cor. 13:4-5)



OUR
strategy:

Use questions



“he cancelled the 
debt of both. 
Now which of 

them will 
love him more?” 

Luke 7:42

Jesus & Questions

“I also will ask you a question. 
Now tell me, was the baptism of 

John from heaven or from man?” 
Luke 20:4

“Why do you 
ask me about 

what is good?” 
Matt. 19:17



Jesus & Questions
Luke 10:25-37

lawyer (to “put him to the test”): what must i do to inherit eternal life? 

Jesus: “What is written in the Law? How do you read it?” 

lawyer: to love God and love your neighbor. 

Jesus: you answered correctly.

Lawyer (“desiring to justify himself”): “And who is my neighbor?” 

Jesus; parable of the Good Samaritan… “Which of these three, do you think, proved to be a neighbor 
to the man who fell among the robbers?”



“I’m proposing a style of evangelism that is a 
dialogue more than a sales pitch.”

-Randy Newman, Questioning Evangelism



Asking questions:

1.
2.
3.

3 useful questions:



Asking questions:
1. creates conversation.



1. Asking questions: creates conversation.

A. Builds rapport.
B. Shows you care about their opinions.



1. Asking questions: creates conversation.

A. Builds rapport.
B. Shows you care about their opinions.
C. Actually listen! Don’t just wait to talk.

○ gather information.
D. Work FOR correct understanding.

○ DON’T ASSUME ANYTHING!



“Try to understand men. If you understand 
each other you will be kind to each other. 
Knowing a man well never leads to hate 
and almost always leads to love.”



Tips:
● Ask “how” & “what” questions.
● Echo back.
● Find common ground.
● “Clear Weeds”*

*evangelism & Apologetics often starts with simply 
accurately explaining what we believe. 



What do 
you mean 
by that?

Creates
conversation

“I believe 
in an unseen    
      world.”

Asking questions:



Asking questions:
1. creates conversation.



Asking questions:
1. Creates conversation.
2. Takes the pressure off you.



2.  Asking questions: Takes the pressure off you.

A. Avoids confrontation.



*WARNING! Be aware of your 
body language & tone of voice!



2.  Asking questions: Takes the pressure off you.

A. Avoids confrontation.
B. Remember: the Burden of Proof.



2.  Asking questions: Takes the pressure off you.

A. Avoids confrontation.
B. Remember: the Burden of Proof.
C. Exposes faulty thinking & hasty conclusions .



2.  Asking questions: Takes the pressure off you.

A. Avoids confrontation.
B. Remember: the Burden of Proof.
C. Exposes faulty thinking & hasty conclusions .
D. When you don’t know what to say… ASK A QUESTION!



When all else fails, ask a question!

“What’s your… explanation… ?”
“I don’t have one.”



Takes the 
pressure 
off you

“Constantine 
   made jesus 
            god.”

Asking questions:

How did 
you come 
to that 
conclusion? 



Asking questions:
1. creates conversation.
2. Takes the pressure off you.



Asking questions:
1. creates conversation.
2. Takes the pressure off you.
3. Gives something to think about.



3.  Asking questions: Gives something to think about.

A. helps people to think out their beliefs.
B. helps them to consider something new.



“People tend to reject delivered messages 

and accept ideas they believe are their own.”

How to have impossible conversations

Boghossian & lindsay



3.  Asking questions: Gives something to think about.

A. helps people to think out their beliefs.
B. helps them to consider something new.
C. “Plant seeds” & put “stones in shoes.”



Asking questions

Gives 
something to 
think about

Have 
you ever 
considered... ?

“Maybe 
we were 
created by 

aliens.”



The 3 useful
questions



3 useful questions 

1. What do 
you mean 
by that?

2. How did 
you come 
to that 
conclusion? 

3. Have 
you ever 
considered... ?



“I’m spiritual, not religious”
What do you mean by that?

● I hear a lot of people say that… what do you mean by that?
● So am I, BUT WE MAY MEAN DIFFERENT THINGS… ?
● THAT’S AN INTERESTING DISTINCTION. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY “SPIRITUAL”?...
● in what way are you SPIRITUAL?
● HOW WOULD YOU SAY YOUR SPIRITUALITY IS DIFFERENT THAN Mine?



“THE BIBLE HAS BEEN CHANGED OVER TIME.”
How did you come to that conclusion?

● Have you done a lot of research on the topic?
● Can you tell me where you got that information?
● Have you ever read anything that argues the opposite?
● How confident are you in that conclusion?



“You can’t believe in both Science & God.”
*** AFTER USING QUESTIONS #1 & #2 ***
Have you ever considered…?

● HAVE YOU EVER CONsidered... 
○ That many people do, including scientists?
○ that science exists because of the Christian worldview?
○ That the debate is actually a philosophical one?

● Are you aware that most of the founders of modern science saw 
their work as worship of god?



3 useful questions 

1. What do 
you mean 
by that?

2. How did 
you come 
to that 
conclusion? 

3. Have 
you ever 
considered... ?



evangelism & apologetics 
Why:  important part of living out your christian faith.
motivation:  love for God & neighbor.
goal:  not to have a debate, but a discussion.
How: 3 useful questions.

“Behold, I am sending you out as sheep in the midst of wolves, so be 
wise as serpents and innocent as doves.” (Matt 10:16)



1. All religions are basically the same.

2. Jesus is just a rip-off of pagan mythology.

3. You’re just a christian because you were born into a christian family.

4. The bible does not teach that Jesus is God.

5. I can’t follow Jesus because christians are hypocrites.

Practice



Don’t Have a debate,  have a Discussion: 
Using questions for Sharing & Defending Your Faith

ConfidenceInChrist.org 3 General Reasons for Rejecting 
Christianity & General Responses:

1A.   1B.

2A. 2B.

3A. 3B.

Asking Questions…

1.

2.

3.

3 Useful  Questions…

1.

2.

3.

TIPS:

1. Ask _______ & _______ questions.

2.  ____________ back.

3. Find ________________ ground.

4. “Clear _______________” 

Relevant Bible Passages:


